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ABSTRACT 

The Communication Network and Business over Smart Metering is an important stage of the Advanced 

Measurement Infrastructure-AMI. It can provide additional services to consumers such as cuts and re-connections 

for an agile and reliable electricity supply, as well as prepayment services, among others. 

 

In that respect, this paper refers to the importance of the customers in the proposed Smart Grid, that seek 

efficiency and reliability of the grid in general, and including supply for renewable energy and their metering 

process. Initial projects have implemented Smart Metering using RFID, but it is possible to use the current 

telecommunications infrastructure to decrease the impact of electrical consumption and to avoid multiplying 

electronic devices, using other protocols of communication such as CDMA or GPRS-LTE. Furthermore, the 

Mobile Virtual Network Operator - MVNO introduces the possibility of several applications for Smart Metering 

as a junction element between the distribution enterprise and electricity consumers. MVNO permits to offer a type 

of business, a market strategy and collaboration with transactive energy.  
 

Keywords: — Smart Grid, Advanced Measurement Infrastructure, Mobile Virtual 
Network Operator, Smart Metering, Home Area Network. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
HIS document is intended to provide a proposal about Smart Metering for applications in home area networks , building 

area networks and including renewable energy. Since the first concepts in Smart Grid, different utilities have created a 

route map for this application; therefore, it is necessary to answer the next question, what is Residential Electrical Metering? 

 

According to the REDIE, Ecuador Smart Grid Program, a Smart Metering uses electronic devices called “smart meters” 

obtaining real-time measurements so that both the consumers and the distribution company are able to get information that 

contains conditions of service and use of energy. This is the linkage point for the Advanced Measurement Infrastructure [1]. 

 

So, the stage of Smart Metering inside of Smart Grid has great importance related to exchanging information that eases the 

demand management, obtains the characteristics of consumers and knows their behavior as well as the impact over energy 

systems [2][3]. In Smart Grid, it is necessary to be efficient, reliable and safe [4]. Then, it is also required to implement an 

efficient enough Smart Metering infrastructure to avoid using more electronic devices with an extra electric consumption. By 

reusing and optimizing the resources, it is possible to reach this goal [5]. 

 

In addition, optimizing the Smart Metering resources is possible by reusing the channel required for exchanging 

information which is the communication networks. These are   implicit factors in the current smart meters; in fact, at this 

moment there are three options, RFID, CDMA, GPRS and in the future LTE. However, the first choice needs a specific mesh 
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for its application; in contrast, CDMA and GPRS are solutions that, for mobile communications, will be replaced by LTE. 

Then, there will be available a new option of applications using old solutions in Smart Electrical Metering, thus reducing 

costs and energy consumption [6][7]. 

 

Consequently an MVNO – Mobile Virtual Network Operator- deliveries the facilities to develop a new market for smart 

metering [8]. A service devoted only to this goal will allow consumers to link with distribution enterprises, reusing the entire 

current infrastructure the mobile communication enterprises have in a country. Other advantages will be low cost in 

comparison with other traditional operators and     market diversification which implies new proposals and services options 

for clients who will be supported by trans-active energy. 

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SMART METERING SYSTEM 
In this section it is showed a brief survey of the existing works about Smart Metering, assuming that RFID requires a new 

infrastructure for its implementation as a way to exchange information; therefore, it is not considered.  

2.1 THE BENEFITS FOR CONSUMERS  
The Smart Metering stage of Smart Grid will also help consumers save money. Consumers will be able to monitor their 

home energy usage by using smart meters. This will encourage them to use less energy and will reduce the amount of overall 

energy needed by the grid. Using less energy at times of peak demand saves money for the consumer. The energy produced 

in high demand has an increasing cost in times of low demand. When a user sees the consumption and its real-time price, he 

could limit his use. Reducing the demand in peak hours can reduce the effect of created pollution. 

 

2.2 CELLULAR COMMUNICATION IN RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL METERING 

 In this section technologies of communications are considered in relation to companies that distribute or 

manage projects with smart meters. In this case the idea is re-use GPRS and CDMA for rural-urban zones.   

3. COMMUNICATION IN SMART METERING 
Through communications it is possible to generate a new concept about efficiency, reliability and responsible 

consumption; consequently, it is possible to have a grid in a similar condition as the internet grid. In this case, the grid 

analysis is required and essential for its management and managers. 

 

Different concepts are involved in Smart Metering, among other ideas, efficiency and reliability on the electrical grid; 

therefore, it is necessary to consider a new concept of the network communication in order to communicate in each area; in 

fact, there are communications by Cellular Network; Wireless Network, Wire Network; but all types define a concept to 

check economic aspects and converge on accessibility, quality service, latency, among others[9]. 

 

The main idea is exchanging information among these enterprises and consumers, using an efficient protocol and proof, 

though. The mesh network provides data such as energy surveys, discharge, control and monitoring of the consumers, peak 

demand and connection. It is able to disconnect the energy supply when this type of action is necessary. 

 

On figure 1 this network describes a mesh more sensitive to economic aspects; otherwise, it is not a good idea to set it up 

in real life. On the other hand, the information exchange also depends on events in communication such as latency (delay in 

ms by each package), and quality services (there are effects such as fading that attenuates the signal). The last topic is more 

important for some cases in which information requires a higher real-time control and monitoring. This situation does not 

provide a good management of electrical grids [10][11]. 

 

The differences that exist between Cellular Network and Wireless Network are given by different characteristics such as 

interoperability, service quality and time in information transmission in two ways, a mature concept of cyber security, among 

others. Therefore, in a wireless network it is possible to consider coverage, capacity, latency, and safety. The first step in this 

process is to choose the topology according to the system requirements. It cannot be forgotten that in the cellular network 

there must be coverage for a number of users over an extensive geographical area that is divided into multiple cells. But the 

cellular network has an advantage which is the use of a spectrum, as the radio channels that are reused in other cells. 
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On figure 1 it is possible to analyze the connectivity among distribution and generation substations, micro-generation 

(wind turbines and solar panels), smart metering in home/householder, even mobile workforce, fleets and mobile emergency 

units; furthermore, there is a connection between wireless backhaul, in each internet access with optic fiber, and other 

GPRS/CDMA that completes the connection with call centers and corporate offices. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Smart metering & renewable energy. 

 

This picture permits to analyze the configuration of smart metering including renewable energy in the residences; from 

this level energy is distributed to different consumers such as distribution substations, solar plants, etc. 

 

3.1 PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
 

In all projects of telecommunications networks, it is necessary to have a management project where there are a start, 

planning, execution, monitoring, control and closure; in fact, this project consists of those internally promulgated policies, 

procedures and practices to determine and use technology [12]. 

 

For example, in Guayaquil city (Ecuador) it exists in these moments the worst business in smart metering, named AMR –

Advanced Measurement Reading, for not having a management plan of interoperability among smart meters brands. In a 

project, it is necessary to control and monitor all processes. The idea is to walk step by step and to set a vision into the future, 

especially about advanced technology, needs, and uses [13]. On figure 2 it is possible to analyze the first project in AMR 

reusing cellular communications as a protocol of communication to exchange information between electric distribution 

enterprises and the clients. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Cellular Communications for Smart Metering. 

 

 

The outage management system of residential consumers is considered for Smart Metering. When this type of events has 

occurred, there are several costs in relation to enterprises that offer different services such as: airlines, money exchange, on 

line transactions, etc. As a consequence, it is very important the quality on the grid. That is the reason why it is also necessary 

to prepare a specific task in such area; in fact, Smart Metering maintains this relation to analyze the demand and mitigate the 

use of energy in peak hours. The experience of large money losses due to failures in the system is real and however, it still 

has not been possible to control it. 
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    For many enterprises related to power distribution, the most important aspect about getting a Smart Metering 

system and their first research include the concept of one-way distribution to charge. Thus, the consumers are 

given another position on the roadmap; as a consequence, there is not an optimal interchange of information, and 

the consumers do not receive other services, for example prepayment, low energy, distributed generation, real-

time reading; in other words, it is actually, the need of managing demand from home. 

 

The new research in smart metering looks for reliability, stability, efficiency, but also satisfaction for the 

consumer. The electric industry has neglected to provide other services or options to increase the efficiency at 

home. However, all these processes could allow users to reduce their consumption. 

3.2 WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK  

A Smart Meter also offers another possibility for communications which has to do with the interior of a house.  

This feature is interesting in Smart Metering because of the facility to exchange information about electronic 

devices consumption, and through a smart meter, send data to the distribution company. 

3.3 HOME AREA NETWORK-HAN 
In this section, it has been analyzed how to connect, inside a house, some electronics devices with a Smart Meter. There 

are currently some options such as HomePlug or ZigBee[14][15] among others. With this solution it is feasible to be efficient 

at home. The home area network gives the possibility of transmitting data to the distribution company in order to be checked. 

It also allows simulating events and taking decisions over peak demand or simply demand. The demand response have an 

important state in smart grid, the figure 3 emphasizes this concept. 

 

        

 
Fig. 3.  Billing process of utilities. 

4. CONSIDERATION 
There are at the present time different governmental alternatives and agreements within this field; for example 

in Europe a plan has been launched for 2020. It is meant to increase the share of renewable energy into final 

energy consumption to 20 percent, and achieve a 20 percent increase in energy efficiency. On the other hand, in 

USA the department of energy has a different plan. It is about increasing wind energy generation in order to reach 

20 percent of all the generated energy by 2030. 

 

One of the most important features in smart grid is its capability to reduce peak loads with the manufacturing of 

more efficient electrical appliances or devices. In addition, some procedures have been proposed to reduce the 

user’s consumption automatically.  

 

In fact, this concept allows considering a new future in all the line of the energy system. The concept of being 

efficient is linked to time reduction or increasing the performance in electrical consumption; but it is necessary, at 

the same time, to control the whole electrical system and maintain the stability and an efficient use of electrical 

energy that will benefit everybody. 

4.1 MOBILE VIRTUAL NETWORK OPERATOR - SMART METERING. 
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The smart grid requires Smart Metering, which in relationship with  [16] and [17] generates benefits. 

  

In addition, the implementation of digital technologies to obtain what is mentioned above implies that the Smart 

Grid  sets up a Smart Metering system that reports about the state of the energetic use of every user [18] as it was 

previously remarked. Therefore, it is very important to determine the most adequate access for data transport from 

the smart meter to the enterprise that provides these services and related applications.  

 

In this sense, given that electric energy smart meters have the capacity of getting integrated into wireless mobile 

communications systems as CDMA o GPRS/3G without the requirement of implementing additional 

infrastructure, it can be determined as an adequate solution, assuming each smart meter as a mobile device, but 

immovable. This means establishing a machine to machine service (M2M) between a smart meter and the electric 

distribution enterprise [19]. 

 

 

Considering each smart meter as a mobile device implies that a mobile network operator (MNO) is able to 

satisfy the Smart Metering specific needs. However, the planning, that among other issues, is required to carry out 

the implementation of the service will take more time than what was originally foreseen.  

 

It could even mean a larger expense of both economical and network resources due to the need of generating a 

strategic planning and finding means and all the necessary logistics that this kind of business requires to maintain 

its previous operations and taking on the new ones that are usually produced when an activity, such as the Smart 

Metering AMR-AMI, is undertaken.     

 

The Smart Metering implementation means that the operator entity or company gets a large specialization in 

managing M2M dedicated to the energetic sector. These services demand not only management applied to the 

data gotten from smart meters but they also need to generate services and additional applications for consumers 

based on the link between communication networks and the AMI stage. 

 

Thus, in a saturated market or highly concentrated like the Ecuadorian one (an oligopolistic market) where the 

market stakeholders own their business niches very well marked off, a Mobile Virtual Network Operator 

(MVNO) will be the best solution because of its characteristic of getting completely committed to satisfying the 

client’s needs and to the service that has to be implemented.  

 

An MVNO can become a sub-brand or a department within an already established company in order to manage 

data distribution services. This information is related to the AMI stage in Smart Grids. It could also become a 

company determined to offer its services as a specialized telecommunications provider.     

 

 From what has been said so far, technical, economical and legal MVNO characteristics will be analyzed 

in order to start a Smart Metering business.    

 

4.2 TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
 

    Implementing a Smart Metering employing M2M services requires many aspects to be taken into account [20]. 

By checking some related works, these following issues can be summarized:  

 
- Safety levels on the network have to be highly developed. 

- The standard choice must be adequate so that technical and economic benefits are maximized.  

- The AMI infrastructure will need to be able to check and control remotely the energy employed in a house or business 

on real time.   

- Home area networks design should ease communication among M2M destinations.  
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All of this will have to be taken on by the telecommunications provider agent. Graphic number 3 shows the 

scenario where the company in charge of telecommunications services management, is guided by a MVNO.    

 

Due to the fact that information management does not have any relationship with voice services but, more 

specifically, with data services, the link between MNO and MVNO for 3G networks or the previous ones, will be 

given by the host operator’s SGSN and the leaseholder operator’s GGSN, this operation is illustrates in the figure 

4.   

 

 
Fig. 4. Data Traffic Scenario with MVNO 

 

From technical considerations, it is necessary to count on a type of technology able to meet technical and 

quality service conditions. But it is also important, for the sake of the business, to ensure the network scalability; 

and to generate applications for the consumers so that they are able to check and control their own consumption 

level easing the billing and payment process. 

 

Technical issues will also enable agents to determine what technology is the most suitable according to 

demographic characteristics of the place where a Smart Grid is installed.  

 

So on one hand, in Ecuador CDMA is adequate for rural zones access because the inhabitants’ purchasing 

power is lower over there. As a consequence, the advanced applications of the service will be limited. On the 

other hand, GPRS, 3G or LTE are the most adequate standards for urban zones because they offer a larger number 

of developed applications and they allow the access to data more efficiently, such as the case of LTE. 

 

Since the Smart Metering stage must be available for users through different operators, there is an inconvenient 

that comes up; the MVNO has to be kept connected with other operators. Therefore, the MVNO should boost flat 

rates for all grid users. This means the interconnection price will allow the MVNO to maintain a high earning 

level with the users of its host operator, who will resell network capacities wholesale [21].  

 

The relation MNO-MVNO could be negotiated through access costs either by registered traffic or by a fixed fee 

that the virtual operator will have to pay to his host for the usage of the access infrastructure. However, these 

costs are considered similar to the interconnection ones that have been set out on the negotiating tables regarding 

this issue [22]. 

 

Scale economies must be essential in a telecommunications management model, and this kind of business is not 

is an exception to the rule. Therefore, economic models capable enough to determine the access fees in such 

negotiations, must be based on long term incremental costs because the project will have to be sustained on both 

medium and long terms [7]. 

 

The implementation of a Smart Metering system will improve its own benefits and those for its users [23]: 

 

-- For the company 
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 It improves cash flow and financial management through a reduction of personal and charge costs. 

 It reduces frauds. 

 It equilibrates load balance 

 

-- For the clients-consumers 
 Power checking; customers see directly their energy consumption and thus their spending level. 

 Convenient payment avoiding long lines and choosing when to pay. 

 Reliable system. 

 No billing errors. 

 Improved supply quality. 

 

4.3 REGULATORY ANALYSIS 

The regulation is usually based on the delivery of a larger measurements volume that are read remotely through 

smart meters, but the main problem will be the MVNO[24] regulation. 

 

 That is the reason why it is necessary to count on clear rules that permit and foment the operation of MVNOs. 

These systems must be allowed to offer services not necessarily related to voice, such as the case of this research 

analysis.  

 

Then each country should analyze under its own perspective whether it is necessary to determine rate ceilings 

or to let the market be self-regulated. 

 

4.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF MVNOS FOR SMART METERING 

 

In addition to what has been mentioned, it is considered that  remote access to smart meters through a mobile 

network  offers a larger feasibility in comparison to a RFID solution because of maintaining a simpler 

infrastructure [6][7]. 

 

Because of wireless mobile services and constant technological improvements of devices such as smartphones, 

reusing standards as GPRS or 3G is an ideal option. Latin America is not out of this trend. As a matter of fact, it 

showed a high degree of technological penetration average, which reached about 112% by the end of 2012 [25]. 

The possibility of implementing internet services is also growing and it is expected the M2M ones to increase 

outstandingly in the near future [20][26][27]. 

 

Considering MVNOs as a solution for data management is important because this will enable providers to get 

specialized in the clients’ needs. They are consumers of energetic services and are served by utilities.  

 

On the other hand, a MVNO helps reduce the impact on telecommunications infrastructures and lower 

implementation costs. It also fosters technological recycling, and even more important, electric consumption 

reduction in electronics devices used for smart metering. 

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
In relationship to the whole concept of Smart Metering, it is necessary to set up control, monitoring and 

management. But for this, there is only one way; the use of communication in all the different options analyzed on 

this paper.  

 

Building new edifications and homes with renewable energy will need communication that allows customers to 

connect with distribution companies, and offers to consumers the alternative of selling their extra green 

generation. In fact, this design or route map has a social impact for future and current generations. However, this 
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concept also implies a large investment and the problem of facing a changing technology that gets obsolete quite 

rapidly. 

 

Assuming that a MVNO is managing the Smart Metering telecommunications stage, it is possible that a 

monopoly of this service belonging to the provider company is established for being pioneer in a quite important 

sector.  

 

This will mainly depend on State policies for the energetic sector. As a consequence, it could be possible for a 

public telecommunications company to create a sub-entity strictly devoted to provide the services at issue. 

Another possibility would be launching a bidding process in order to determine which company or companies are 

the best suited for offering these services. 

 

It can be added that a monopoly could be avoided in a country through assigning several MVNOs to be 

responsible for Smart Metering management in different areas or regions. Nevertheless, this could lead to a 

company’s dissatisfaction if it considers its assigned area does not produce higher profits due to geographical, 

demographic or ethnographic conditions. 

 

Finally, telecommunications services linked to Smart Grids can be managed only if there is a clear set of rules 

to arrange their operability under free market conditions.  
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